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A complete menu of Oppy's Pasta from Albury covering all 21 menus and drinks can be found here on the food
list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What

User likes about Oppy's Pasta:
A modest looking restaurant that's the size of a cafe but don't let this make you doubt their amazing food! Very
relaxed and comfortable atmosphere, attentive service and the best pasta I've ever had! We were disappointed

that they sold out of our first choice (duck and pistachio ravioli) but we were not disappointed with what we ended
up with (the Zain and Stella). We are looking forward to coming back to try our fi... read more. The premises in

the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities,
Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What User doesn't like

about Oppy's Pasta:
Being a local and loving pasta I was keen…… lunchtime is the time to go, by supper/dinner it’s always shut. Lost

count of the number of times I’ve arrived up to an hour before closing and they are shut…… I guess they only
make pasta for a days trade? If so a note on the website would be in order…… or the door……. Anyway foods
not bad- bit pricy for what it is but tasty. read more. If eating and drinking is too boring for you, go to this sports
bar for a variety of large and small snacks and dishes and catch live football, tennis or Formula 1 games, The
dishes are usually prepared for you in a short time and fresh. Furthermore, they offer you delicious dishes in

French style, here they serve a diverse brunch in the morning.
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Spaghett�
BOLOGNAISE

Sauce�
MARINARA SAUCE

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Ic� crea�*
VANILLA

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Coffe�
COFFEE

Sauce�
SAUCE

12” P�z�
GARLIC PRAWN

Restauran� Categor�
TROPICAL

DESSERT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PASTA

FISH

Past�
RAVIOLI

CARBONARA

BOLOGNESE

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CHICKEN

DUCK

GARLIC

SAUSAGE

PESTO

PEPPERONI
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